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The back cover photograph was taken this past 
March by Robert J. Holmes of Portland, Oregon 
and shows parachutists/climbers, Tom Littlehales 
[on the left] and Mike Benson [on the right] at 
13,000 feet over central Oregon's Mt. Washington. 
In the background, the Three Sisters and Broken 
Top can be seen. 

This was the start of a combined parachuting, 
cross-country skiing and planned winter climb of 
Mt. Washington, extending over several days. In 
addition to the three above there were two plane 
loads of climbers entering the back country by 
parachute which also included Mark Meuller, Jay 
Gile and Kurt Grant. The parachute equipment 
was exchanged for climbing gear and taken out by 
dog sled operated by Jerry Klatt of Sisters, 
Oregon. Joining the group were Ric Weaver and 
Chap Stout, the latter, owner of Stout's Outdoor 
Store of Salem, Oregon, who helped arrange for 
much of the equipment. 
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Furry little worried scurrier, 

you who wax round [everything round— 

eyes, ears, nose, plumpness] 

where the broken bones of mountains 

level into plain stone, acres of talus: 

your antics are luminous 

with the magic of childhood, 

drawing us again 

into the world of whisper, hide and peek. 

Except you don't whisper. 

Your battle cry or warning or hiccup 

sounds more like an old alarm clock 

winding down. 

And you don't hide very well when curious 

Though you may think you succeed 

at passing as a bump on a rock, 

you twitch. 

The nose, mostly, although 

By Michael Borghoff 

I further indict your ears, and your 

tail [if you had one]. 

Also, paranoid snoop, you don't peek. 

Be careful. You are one enchantment 

this child would be ragged to lose. 

I feel myself with you, tiny con y— 

eluding eagles and weasles and hawks, 

far beneath notice 

and too high to work on, 

holed up all winter 

with deep powder for a comforter, 

racing through talus, 

mad and jittery and nobody's business, 

monarch of the up- 

land's first green fires, 

antic and wild, 

frantically haystacking stems and leaves, 

logging flowers. 
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By Fred Beckey 

The rugged facade of Alaska's Coast Range 
west of the great ice-carved fjord, Lynn Canal, 
becomes a wedge of magnificent alpine peaks, 
nearly overwhelmed by glacier ice, as one stands 
on the ferryboat deck some four hours after 
leaving Juneau. A magnificent curtain of jagged 
peaks fill the void betweem two great erosional 
features: Chilkat River— Lynn Canal and Glacier 
Bay. Like many of Alaska's mountains near sea 
water, these peaks are not high in absolute alti-
tude, but rise in stupendous local relief from the 
coastline, river outwash plains, or tidewater glac-
iers—often 5,000 to 7,000 feet in just a few miles. 
The severe climate tears at these peaks, and the 
most spectacular by-product, the cirque and valley 
glaciers, constantly erode the granitic and meta-
morphic rock surfaces. Movement and activity is 
evident constantly. Rushing stream torrents, 
waterfalls, wind, rockfall, avalanches, and the 
wave action and wind squalls of the seaways 
feature the environment. 

Man has rarely ventured into this little-known 
alpine segment of the Coast Range. Without tra-
ditional routes, the low-altitude beginnings and 
arduous approach problems have not enticed many 
expeditions. While not remote compared to the  

Alsek and Fairweather Ranges, there is the 
element of comparative opportunity. Haines, at 
the extremity of northward navigation here, pro-
vides a roadway link to the Yukon Interior, and a 
foreground to one of the most dramatic portions of 
these ranges—here almost a savage wilderness 
replica of the Swiss Alps, although with more ice. 
Between the Garrison Glacier and the Takhin 
River is the grand bastion of Mt. Emmerich, a 
mere 91/4  miles southwest of the townsite. This 
fortress of rock and ice, rising in a grand sweep in 
6 miles from the sea-level Chilkat River's outwash 
to 6,900 feet, is the visible monarch of the 
Takhinsha Mountains, which are a segment identi-
fied on maps as being south of the Tsirku River. 

The only apparent climbing from the Chilkat - 
Takhin - Tsirku fringe has been by goat hunters 
and surveyors, although several reconnaissances 
have been made into the branch valley of the 
Kicking Horse—the logical approach to Mt. 
Emmerich. The few expeditions which have visited 
the mountains on the watershed with Glacier Bay 
have approached from that origin or from David-
son Glacier. When Craig Zaspell, Jack Tackle, and 
I arrived in Haines in early August in the midst of 
a high pressure system which had begun near the 
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end of an expedition on the Juneau Ice Fields, the 
unclimbed bastion shimmered in the afternoon 
sunlight. Behind the shadowed forest slopes and 
river canyons the facade of rock and ice presented 
a totally bewildering succession of spiked rock 
crests, buttresses like the Dru, aiguilles like 
Chamonix, ice couloirs like the Verte, hanging and 
cirque glaciers everywhere. An eternity of climb-
ing opportunity lay beyond the river: the personal 
limits were time and the unpredictable weather. 

With the unexpected and marvelous help of Paul 
Swift, a local resident and mountaineer, logistics 
became simple. He arranged for a friend to take us 
across the treacherous channels of the river in a 
flat-bottomed boat, and I contacted Layton 
Bennett of the local air service to arrange for an 
airdrop onto a small glacier (sanctuary Glacier) 
northeast of the mountain. While the three of us 
took over the Swift family lawn with elaborate 
box-packing chores, Bennett promised to make his 
Helio Courier available. Unsettled skies delayed us 
one day, much of which was spent scurrying about 
Haines in search of every available newspaper for 
packing insulation. About 9 that evening, with 
less than two hours of light remaining, Bennett 
said, "Let's go." I strapped into the craft with a 
swami belt, jammed amid 23 boxes; with the door 
off, throwing the boxes out would be relatively 
simple. In a short, exciting episode we selected the 
best 'flat' for the glacier drop and Bennett, with 
great expertise guided his bird in a series of tight 
circles while I cast loose the gear. By 6 the next 
morning we were hiking along the gravel outwash 
channels and willows of the Kicking Horse fans. 
After one wading of a channel to the hips, our 
boots were wet and seemingly never really dried on 
the entire trip. After several miles we became con-
cerned about crossing the main channels, a 
necessity for the route, but were intimidated by 
rushing currents. Finally a canyon gave us no 
choice. The only way was a gigantic log, laced wet 
and slippery by the torrent. In straddle-fashion, 
we hugged the log and did short forward push-ups 
to get forward. The procedure was fatiguing, and 
in retrospect, probably quite risky, but the cross-
ing worked. In early afternoon we were faced with 
route-choice problems, and discussed various 
unpleasant-appearing methods of gaining the 
cirque of "Secret Glacier." The less said about the  

interim hours until darkness, the better. While the 
route selected was probably the best of local 
alternatives, slide alder, devil's club, and thick 
huckleberry on steep slopes were only overcome 
because our provisions and gear were largely 
above us. The most challenging problem of the 
complex route were the cliffs, and here we chose a 
gully system which for some distance gave 
scrambling and climbing problems. Loose rock, 
dirt and grass added to the unpleasant nature of 
the situation. Tackle volunteered to lead what 
turned out to be a quite difficult pitch around a 
great chockstone of the gully; with only some 
spare webbing for protection the problem was both 
intimidating and risky. But the route worked, and 
soon we were into a steep huckleberry tangle up to 
our chests - an exhausting afternoon, one without 
any water. To find that precious commodity, at 
dark we reached a snowpatch near a hemlock 
thicket below the glacier. Here we snuggled for the 
night, as clouds ominously covered the sky. 

In the morning we hurriedly continued up to the 
glacier, where at the 4,000-foot level we faced the 
urgency of locating our airdrop. The weather had 
taken a turn for the worse, and Mt. Emmerich 
showed only portions of gloomy rock turrets 
through the blowing fog. It was more a presence 
than a reality. Once on the glacier, we found the 
one-half mile 'flat,' then began to sight the black 
specks which were boxes. In about two hours all 
were collected and after much nervous examina-
tion, we discovered that one of our four gasoline 
containers was indeed still intact. We had nearly 
concluded that it would be necessary to hike back 
to the Chilkat for more gas, a most unpleasant 
contingency. The tent proved comfortable but the 
weather inhospitable. Our initial intention was 
bold: not just to climb the mountain but to climb 
the classic northeast buttress, a great shield of 
granite that rose from the glacier to the north 
summit. This appeared to be a several-day project, 
but an apparently possible one until we climbed 
the glacier to its flank, then did several nerve-
racking pitches on shattered rock. Frost-wedging 
along the joints had split the surface dangerously. 
Climbing was unpleasant, and more difficult than 
appeared from beneath. I scrambled ahead a few 
hundred feet to where the buttress became serious 
again. A row of pinnacles in the fog above looked 
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menacing, and the crack systems appeared inter-
mittent. We grouped for a decision, then decided 
to defer. The following day proved inconclusive 
also, and with deteriorating weather we pulled off 
our stashed equipment for this route. Then some 
days of cloud and one of torrential rain came; soon 
the decision revolved more about any chance of 
climbing Emmerich than of returning to the great 
buttress. On a questionable day we threaded our 
way through crevasses and up glacier ramps to a 
col southeast of the summit mass. Here we found a 
pocket glacier that headed on the south face, but 
the flanking ridges were nightmares of rotten 
towers. We scouted all opportunities to reach high 
on one of the two summit ridges, and finally con-
cluded that there was only one reasonable plan. A 
200-foot slab on the headwall appeared solid, and 
had good climbing cracks—aid perhaps, but 
feasible. Back in the tent, we debated about the 
time factor, immediately related to our dwindling 
food supply. Nearly a week of poor weather had 
taken its toll of both food and enthusiasm, and 
when the next day dawned inconclusively we 
decided to hedge by backing out across a col to the 
north, which promised a better return route to the 
Chilkat. A surprise airdrop of food, instigated by 
Swift, and the sudden, amazing appearance of the 
sun in a bright, blue afternoon sky halted us at 
timberline. Here we pitched camp and pondered on 
the next move. 

After the stars remained bright all night, and 
the orange tints of morning above the bewildering 
sawtooth peaks far to the east promised a magnif-
icent day, we simply could not feel justified in 
giving up. We were unfavorably located now, 
having lost nearly 1000 feet of altitude, but on the 
positive side we knew the route and felt optimis-
tic about conquering the discouraging summit 
edifices. In early afternoon we were assembled be-
neath the slab pitch and prepared ourselves. My 
turn came first. I lowered into the bergschrund 
moat, then placed a wired stopper for the first 
contact with rock. After perhaps an hour of mostly 
aid climbing in a spectacular position, the situa-
tion proved climbable to a solid ledge. Zaspell con-
tinued the next lead, which proved to be a long 
ramp, and faster than suspected. Scrambling amid 
loosely-stacked rock led to the south summit ridge, 
and here we were greeted by a scene of splendor.  

Great arrays of ice-clad peaks of the divide west 
gleamed in the sunlight; the Garrison Glacier and 
its branches swept down in various choatic sequen-
ces presenting an array of glacier phenomena 
which we had barely time to appreciate. Some 
classic medial moraines and a rock landslide 
caught the eye, then it was time to advance. First 
the ridge proved broad and broken sufficiently for 
unroped climbing. Later a 'cleaver' south-side by-
pass traverse to keep off some very difficult ridge 
towers led through a maze of giant, loose boulders, 
then into a dihedral which proved the key to the 
upper summit ridge. Here a final knife crest 
remained —perhaps three roped leads to the ulti-
mate summit crest. Climbing proved easier than 
expected: it was definitely class 5, but there was 
always a hold. Testing these was the order of each 
move, the result being that the climbing was both 

intimidating and slow. But with glee we reached 
the summit crest. Ridge scrambling with one 
hand-over-hand drop-off consumed nearly a half 
hour. 

The untouched summit was under our feet, and 
to the west the sun was sinking closely above the 
silhouettes of Mt. Fairweather, Crillon, and 
LaPerouse. Silently we built a cairn of loose rocks, 
then retraced our route. The dangerous situations 
stayed glued together, and the final rappel to the 
ice axes at the head of the pocket glacier was made 
just at darkness. Nearly 24 hours after departing 
from the tent for our summit venture we returned 
for a feastful breakfast. The descent by the differ-
ent route proved nothing more than simple, and 
sometimes steep timber to the gravel beds of the 
river. After having spent the previous night 
descending glacier, snow and rockslides in total 
darkness, good visibility and the firm grip of 
conifer needles on the topsoil made the steep 
descent route nearly a joy. 

Unquestionably we were elated at our unexpect-
ed surprise success. Residents across the river who 
had been watching for our signs had noted the new 
tentsite, then its disappearance. This was logically 
interpreted to mean we were returning, and a boat 
pickup had been arranged before we reached the 
windy fringes of the Chilkat. It had been an event-
ful adventure, one filled with many of the ingred-
ients that can be mixed to complete a satisfying 
result. LII 
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Figure 1. 
Ice Worms - Actual Size 

Ice worm—enlarged about 6 times actual size. 
Anterior or "head" end is to the right, the final seg-
ment or somite being slightly enlarged. The number 
of somites averages around 50. 

Unlike the voracious sand worms in Frank 
Herbert's novel "Dune," mountaineers have little 
to fear from the equally bizarre ice worms that 
occur in the northwest coastal ranges of North 
America. Although ice worms were first reported 
as early as 1887 from the Muir Glacier in Alaska, 
little subsequent research has been done on these 
curious creatures (Wright 1887, Goodman 1971). 

Who are these curious creatures? Ice worms and 
their relatives belong to a taxonomic group called 
the Annelids. The Annelid worms are character-
ized by having segmented bodies; two of the most 
familiar kinds are earthworms and leeches. The 
Annelid group or phylum is further subdivided 
into the family Enchytraeidae, members of which 
are widely distributed in polar and temperate 
regions. 

The ice worm's scientific name is Mesenchytra-
eus solifugus. The genus Mesenchytraeus includes 
many other species, too, apparently found only in 
cold regions. There are probably four species likely 
to be encountered on or near Pacific Slope glaciers. 
They are: 

Ice worm - Mesenchytraeus solifugus 
Snow worm - Mesenchytraeus gelidus 
Moss worm - Mesenchytraeus altus 
Snowmelt worm - Mesenchytraeus hydrius 

All four basically look the same: about 1 to 3 cm 
long, dark brown to black in color, segmented 
body, resembling a miniature earthworm (Fig. 1). 
Identification to species is not easily done without 
a microscope and some training; however, the 
common names give a fairly good indication where 
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By Stewart W. Aitchison 

each species dwells. The snow worm inhabits 
seasonal snow; the moss worm is reported from 
moss and litter near and under snow; and the 
snowmelt worm is found in slow meitwater 
streams close to the melting snow. Ice worms are 
known only from glaciers or snowbanks overlying 
a glacier. Sometimes as snow melts on poorly 
drained portions of the glacier, slush puddles may 
form. Considerable numbers of ice worms may be 
seen in the slush. But again, only the ice worm has 
the physiological adaptations that allow it to live 
on and in solid glacial ice! 

Where might one encounter ice worms? Table 1, 
adapted from Tynen (1970a), lists known areas of 
occurrence. Ice worms seem to be confined to the 
coastal glaciers of the west coast of North America 
(Fig. 2). However, the northern and southern 
limits of this distribution are still unknown. Since 
ice worms can only survive on permanent snow, 
their limited geographic distribution is probably 
related to the extent of the Cordilleran ice sheet, 
which retreated from the Puget Sound region 
years ago (Crandell 1965). The Cordilleran ice 
sheet probably did not extend much further south 
than Mt. Rainier, Washington, and to date this is 
as far south as ice worms have been reported, al-
though searches in the glaciated portions of Goat 
Rocks, Mt. St. Helens, and Mt. Adams may prove 
fruitful. In light of the east-west continuity of the 
Cordilleran ice sheet, harder to explain is the lack 
of ice worm localities from the glaciers of the west-
ern interior. Lower snowfall and lower winter 
temperatures of the interior region may have pre-
vented eastward migration of the worms. This 
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would also explain their apparent absence from Rn 
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4, Mt. McKinley and the Central Alaska Ranges. 
Jfl O 

Where do ice worms spend their time? During Ile pe  

the daylight hours, ice worms stay within the ice. 
On the Casement Glacier, southeastern Alaska, 
they have been found as deep as two meters 

/. , (Goodman 1971). Although they are found in hard 
crystalline ice the worms seem to move with con 

/ siderable ease. Tynen (1970b) suggests that they 

/ ) may crawl along the ice crystal boundaries. 
/ At dusk, the worms emerge from the ice, some- 

•1 4,Poj j5 4 / /, 
'N c 00  times in great numbers. Goodman (1971) found 

densities as high as 500 worms per square meter 

; but swarms averaging 25 per square meter were 
more common. 

7 It is believed that ice worms feed on snow algae, 
pollen grains, and possibly springtails or snow- 

O 'A21 fleas, a primitive insect closely related to the 
[ - silverfish (Goodman 1971, Ulke 1917). In turn, ice 

worms are preyed upon by snow buntings, 
Nil?, 71 o,17 j\'e palmated plovers, and perhaps other birds that 

might land on a glacier (Peterson 1970). 
4ç - How do ice worms survive the cold? Low tem- 

/ 
' 

peratures pose many physiological problems for 
Stj/8 "1str/ £ living organisms. Most biological activities such 

er as protoplasmic movement, ciliary movement, 
Rii/\hP, £ jfl

ce C, cellular multiplication, development and growth, 
metabolic processes, muscular movement heart 
hpt aiirI nrTniiQ fiiiwf.in th hndT - 

\ j ;;;e;;r: of many o;gani;rns a;proaches 0°C. 

/ Several degrees below 0°C and much of the cellular 

/ 1 \ damage is a consequence of freezing and attendant 

/ dehydration (Giese 1962). In studies performed on 

- " f Casement Glacier (Goodman 1971), it was found 

jk
o 

Q ,-f \ that the summer temperature of the ice and slush 
never deviated from 0°C. In winter, due to the 

analmo 1 N.;;1/1 ''q7 

C.P./Z . ewW/ j J j1Y high heat of fusion of water (79.7 cal/g) and the 

4'4 ' t'G Jcg4 'ç/ insulating properties of snow,  the glacier temper Oy 
ature probably never falls below 0°C except for a 

/ surface layer .  Since protoplasm (the cellular 
cq '//4' i,o4 /4 liquid) freezes at a few degrees below 0°C, ice 

A worms may never be confronted with the problems 
LLP of freezing However, it is still not understood how 

/1 pj , The Pacific Northwest of 
North America Geographic distribution 
of ice worms 
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n 4ard ce, 14e worms move iL ease."  

ice worms cope with the other stresses of cold tem-
peratures. Conversely, high temperatures are 
detrimental to ice worms. When heated up to 
20°C, the worms disintegrate. 

Continued study of the ecology and physiology 
of ice worms and their relatives will hopefully con-
tribute a great deal of information concerning the 
mechanisms and evolution of low temperature 
adaptation. This in turn may lead to a better 
understanding of cold stress in human beings, too. 

So remember, when you're cramponing up some 
coastal glacier, that you tread not on a lifeless 
chunk of ice, but rather a harsh environment that 
some remarkable creatures call home. 
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Table 1. List of locations of ice worms * 

Table 1 Continued 

N 'W N OW  

ALASKA 

Bagley Ice Field 60 142 SE 
Burroughs Glacier 58 136 NE 
Casement Glacier 59 135 SW 
Geikie Glacier 58 136 NW 
La Perouse Glacier 58 137 NE 
Malaspina Glacier 59 140 NE 

Muir Glacier 59 136 SE 

YUKON TERRITORY 

Seward Ice Field 60 140 SE 

B.C. - VANCOUVER ISLAND 

Waddington Glacier 51 125 SE 
Majestic Peak 51 124 SE 
Between Meager Creek & Lillooet River 50 123 NW 
Cumsack Mountain 50 125 NE 
Kwoiek Peak District 50 121 SW 
Tantalus Range, near Lake Lovely Water 49 123 NE 
Sentinel Glacier 49 122 NW 
Mt. Tantalus 49 123 NE 
Mt. Roderick 49 123 NE 
Mt. Sky Pilot 49 123 NE 
Sphinx Glacier 49 122 NW 
Helm Glacier 49 122 NW 
Misty Icefields 49 122 NW 
Diavolo Glacier 50 122 SW 

125 NE WASHINGTON Cliffe Glacier 
Small glacier on north side 

OF Big Interior Mountain 

B.C. - COAST RANGE 
(in a No. to So. sequence, approx.( 

Grand Pacific Glacier 
Frank Mackie Glacier 
Salmon Glacier 
Le Duc Glacier 
Stewart Glacier 
Howson Range 
Attna Peak 
Mt. Cresswell 
Monarch Ice Cap 
Jacobsen Glacier 
Pantheon Range 
Remote Mountain 
Scimitar Glacier 
Tieddemann Glacier 
Confederation Glacier 
Klinaklini Glacier 
Franklin Glacier  

49 

49 125 SW 

59 137 SE 
56 130 SE 

56 130 SE 

56 130 SE 

56 130 SE 
54 127 SW 
53 128 NE 
52 126 NE 
51 125 NW 

52 126 SE 

51 124 NW 
51 125 SE 
51 125 SE 
51 125 SE 
51 125 SE 
51 125 SW 

51 125 SE 

Snow Dome, Mt. Olympus 47 123 NW 
Dodwell-Rixon Pass, Mt. Olympus 47 123 NW 
Blue Glacier, Mt. Olympus 47 123 NW 
Hoh Glacier, Mt. Olympus 47 123 NW 
Hume Glacier, Olympic Peninsula 47 123 NW 
Mt. Shuksan 48 121 NE 
Roosevelt Glacier, Mt. Baker 48 121 NE 
Klawatti Glacier Northern Cascades 
Le Conte Glacier Northern Cascades 
So. Cascade Glacier Northern Cascades 
Mt. Rainier 46 121 NW 
Emmons Glacier 46 121 NW 
Muir Glacier 46 121 NW 
Nisqually Glacier 46 121 NW 
Paradise Glacier 46 121 NW 

*The  reference source is Tynen (1970a(. 
Coordinates give SE corner of relevant quadrangle; quadrant within 

quadrangle given by letters following coordinates. British Columbia loca-
tions from B.C. Gazetteer (1966( Geographical Branch, Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa. 
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A wintertime view of 

Half Dome from Yosemite Point. 

It is the commanding feature 

in a scene that includes 

Clouds Rest and Mt. Clark. 

A climbing party at 
the foot of the northwest face of Half Dome 

studies the topo of the route the 
evening before the climb. 
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Text and Photos by Roy Bishop 

HALF DOME= a shared summit 

John Muir called it "The most sublime feature of 

all Yosemite views." At the time he spoke, that was 

probably all anyone could say about Half Dome, but 

today we can also mention what a delight it is to 

hikers, rock climbers and photographers. 

The hike to the summit, which John Muir could 

not have undertaken when he first saw the Dome, is 

as varied and interesting as one could ask for—

famous waterfalls, rich-textured forests, cables over 

smoothly exposed granite, and at the top a view of 

much of the area of Yosemite National Park. 

Muir also could not praise the rock as a magnet 

for rock climbers. But we can recall that it was on 

the now classic northwest face that the world of 

grade six was first explored in this country. Few 

climbers will be attracted by the smooth steepness 

of the south face, but few who come to the Valley to 

climb for enjoyment will want to miss the various 

pleasures of the Snake Dike. 

Photography was not much of a popular art form 

in Muir's day, but now it is difficult to imagine any-

one who has sought out one of the better views of 
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Climbers on "Thank God" 
ledge on the northwest face of 
Half Dome. 

A climber cleaning the 
last direct aid pitch on the northeast 

face of Half Dome. 

the Dome not taking out a camera and taking at least 
a quick shot for the record. It beckons to photog-
raphers with its lofty location —sitting upon a 
pedestal at the head of the valley, and its unique 
shape—such a continuous revelation of the power of 
nature. 

Wherever one goes in the Valley, up on the climbs 
or along the trails, the surprise and delight at round-
ing a corner or looking up from hand and footholds 
and seeing Half Dome is likely to be the day's most 
lasting memory. Ll 
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A climber on the 
last pitch of the northwest face 
route on Half Dome. 
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Backpackers setting up camp 
on the summit of Half Dome have 

superb views in all directions. 
Mt. Conness and the slender peaks 

above Tuolumne Meadows 
appear below thunderheads of an 

early summer storm. 
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Herman Buhl in 1948, at the age of 24. 
This was 5 years before his famous solo-ascent of 
Nanga Parbat and 9 years before he fell to his 
death on Chogolisa in the Karakorum. 

The Way 

We Were 

By J. Richard Hechtel 

At the Threshold of a Changing World 
Once in a while, when I am daydreaming, I 

think of the time when I was young, ambitious 
and full of illusions. The future could not have 
been brighter. Everything I wanted in life seemed 
just around the corner. 

I grew up between the two world wars in South-
ern Germany, in a little town near Munich. There 
were no jet-powered airplanes, intercontinental 
ballistic missiles, atomic weapons, insecticides or 
herbicides at that time. Nor did we have television 
or plastic. And we were perfectly happy without 
those accomplishments. 

I had the forest next to my home and the 
meadows with all their wild flowers and beautiful 
butterflies (what happened to them?). And we had 
the clear, blue lakes and the cool, sparkling rivers 
in which we used to swim every day during the 
summer. 

In the early thirties I started climbing. The 
Bavarian Alps were a scant forty miles away, and 
on a clear day I could see their silhouette from my 
window. But, getting to those blue, forever-
beckoning hills was not so easy. There were few 
cars at that time, and they were owned by rich 
people. I was not one of them. Of course, there was 
the railroad, if you had the money to buy a ticket. 
Most of the time I did not. My only transportation 
was an old bicycle with the cheapest of tires, which 
gave me endless trouble. 

I was not the only one to ride a bicycle on the 
way to the mountains. During the economic 
depression following World War I, a profound 
change in the structure of the climbing community 
had taken place. Mountain climbing was no longer 
the privilege of British gentlemen or other well-to-
do members of the upper class. Many of the new 
climbers were "proletarians," the unemployed and 
down-trodden, who had sought and found refuge in 
the mountains. They had nothing to lose and were 
free of the heavy burden of convention and tra-
dition. They were the ones to meet the challenge of 
the intimidating, unclimbed faces; and they did it 
without Perlon ropes, chrome moly pitons, high 
strength aluminum carabiners, Vibram soles, 
12-point crampons and down equipment. The list 
of what they did not have is endless and comprises 
almost everything you find in today's climbing 
equipment stores. The obvious question is: What 
did they climb with? 

When a Piton Cost Six Cents 
If one wishes to describe the tools of the pre-

World War II climber in general terms, the words 
would be "rudimentary; unsophisticated; fre-
quently inadequate." Let us start with the rope, 
the climber's most important utensil. It was made 
from hemp, the preferred kind being "Italian Long 
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Hemp." Nobody was foolish enough to use a 
Manila rope. Being 13 millimeters (about half an 
inch) in diameter, the hemp ropes did not break 
too often, especially when they were new. To be on 
the safe side, everybody used two ropes on the 
hard climbs. 

The standard rope length was 30 meters (98 
feet) when I started climbing. A few years later, 35 
meter ropes were introduced. Then came the 40 
meter ropes, absolutely amazing, incredible! There 
would never be a longer rope! 

When hemp ropes got wet they grew even 
heavier than they already were, and, on top of 
that, they became stiff. If the temperature 
dropped below freezing once they were wet, you 
needed a vice to bend them. So, those early ropes 
had a few drawbacks. 

The main drawback from my personal stand-
point was that I could not afford them; thirty 
Reichsmark (seven U.S. dollars) was beyond my 
reach. So I climbed with borrowed ropes. Later, 
somebody gave me a rope he had retired because it 
had reached its age limit. I found nothing wrong 
with using it a few more years. 

If the ropes used before WWII were less than 
perfect, the same could be said about carabiners. 
They were made from soft iron and failed regularly 

at loads above three or four hundred kilograms. 
Besides, they were heavier than a modern alumi-
num carabiner. 

What about pitons? There were two kinds avail-
able: "horizontals" (much like the ones today, and 
"verticals" (hardly used any more) for vertical 
cracks. The rule was you needed twice as many 
horizontals as verticals. Pitons were made from 
soft iron, just like the carabiners, and were all 
about the same size. If nowadays the name of the 
game is: "find a pin or bong that fits the crack," 
in the old days it was the other way around. You 
had to find that particular crack which fitted your 
standard piton. 

The price of such a piton was 25 Pfennige (6 
cents), and you bought it either from Sporthaus 
Schuster in Munich or from a local blacksmith who 
used to be a climber himself. If the pitons got too 
crooked after repeated use, you brought them back 
to the blacksmith. He straightened them out for 5 
Pfennige a piece. 

The main disadvantage of the soft pitons was 
that they could not be used as many times as 
chrome moly pitons. After being retrieved, they  

frequently resembled a corkscrew and had to be 
straightened as well as circumstances allowed. A 
better way was to leave them in as permanently 
fixed pins; indeed, this is what ultimately 
happened on all popular climbs in Europe. Because 
pitons became fixed, the problem of crack erosion 
never arose. 

It is noteworthy that pitons made from high 
grade steel had been tried in the early days. As it 
turned out, they did not work too well in lime-
stone, where most of the hard climbing was done 
at that time. The reason for this failure lay in the 
fact that the cracks in limestone are frequently 
crooked, contrary to the straight-in cracks in 
granite. 

What did a climber do in those days if there was 
no crack small enough for his pitons? Chances are, 
he had a few wooden wedges with him, the early 
version of the "bong." I question whether they 
ever stopped a leader fall. However, they were 
suitable for aid-climbing, if you used them ginger-
ly enough. 

Before the Invention of the Rubber Sole 
A mountaineer's boot 40 or 50 years ago was not 

much different from those of the local hunters, 
herdsmen or woodcutters: sturdy leather boots 
with a string of "Fluegelnaegel" at the edge for 

better grip. These soft iron nails were the source of 
never ending trouble. You could bet on losing a 
few of them each weekend, and without nails the 
leather soles were quite slippery and dangerous. 

Later, still before WW II, the Swiss invented 
something incomparably better (with all their 
mountains they had a good reason to be inven-
tive).These were the so-called "Tricouni" nails. 
Made from hard steel, they provided an excellent 
grip on granite, snow and not too hard ice. When I 
was in Russia two years ago, I saw the Russian 
climbers still using this type of nail. I firmly be-
lieve that on mixed rock, snow and ice (the condi-
tions you find in the Tien-Shan, Pamir or 
Caucasus), a boot with Tricounis is superior to a 
rubber sole. 

The early "Kletterschuhe" resembled roofer's 
shoes. They were made from canvas and had a sole 
of braided hemp. The friction of those soles on dry 
rock was excellent, but edging was a problem, un-
less the foothold was an inch wide! The cheapest 
version of "roofers" (the only ones I could afford) 
cost 80 Pfennige (roughly 20 cents). They did not 
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last very long, maybe two or three weekends. 
What could you expect for 20 cents? Later the 
hempsole was replaced by a special kind of felt 
called "Manchon," which was a great improve-
ment. You could now stand on tiny footholds with-
out fearing for your life. Again, friction was excel-
lent as long as the sole was clean and dry. 

Rubber soles with lugs were invented shortly 
before WW II in Italy. However, for many years 
they were hard or impossible to get outside Italy. 
So they did not become popular in Europe until 
the early fifties. The shape and arrangement of the 
lugs resembled, and still does, those of the old 
"Fluegelnaegel," just as the first automobiles 
imitated horse-drawn carriages. 

The Ice Climber's Paraphernalia 
Since the dawn of mountaineering, the ice axe 

has been the symbol of those magnificent men who 

Tension traverse in the Schuesselkarspitze, south face, 
[1935]. 

were bold and foolish enough to tackle the icy, pre-
cipitous heights. Look at the old pictures of the 
stern-faced, bearded guides, with a rope around 
their shoulder and a chest-high ice axe in their 
hands. When I started climbing, the length of ice 
axes had come down a bit. The first one I owned 
reached from the ground up to my naval, still a 
little bit long by today's standards. 

Apart from the length of the ice axes, not too 
much has changed over the years. Of course, my 
first ice axe did not have a metal or fiberglass 
shaft. Otherwise, it was a very useful piece of 
equipment. 

Crampons have come a long way. It all started 
out with the "Groedeln," four-pointed foot irons 
worn by mountain men in the Alps since time 
immemorial. When mountaineers adopted those 
foot irons, they found that the addition of a few 
points would make them more useful for their 
purposes. So each generation of climbers added 
another pair of points. In the early thirties the 
advanced ice climber had ten-point crampons. 
Eight, six, or four points were still available. The 
technique of climbing steep ice with ten-point 
crampons, without cutting steps, had been devel-
oped by the British mountaineer, Oscar Ecken-
stein. Since all ten spikes pointed straight down, 
the technique known today as "front pointing" 
could not be employed. You had to bend your 
ankles and, if it got really steep, twist your body 
in an awkward way. However, it was a perfectly 
safe technique, useful on ice slopes of up to fifty or 
sixty degrees. 

Ice pitons for belaying on steep ice were in 
general use in the thirties. They were an invention 
of the famous Willy Weizenbach, who died in 1934 
on Nanga Parbat. Ice pitons provided excellent 
protection if the ice was good. However, they were 
heavier and much harder to retrieve than a modern 
ice screw. 

Our Masters and Heroes 
Growing up in a mountaineering center like 

Munich, I did not have to go very far to meet 
some of the great masters, or at least look at them 
from a distance. Of course, they did not talk to a 
beginner, much less invite him for a climb. You 
had to be an accomplished climber yourself before 
they even noticed you. Nonetheless, a number of 
them later became good friends of mine. 
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Many illustrious names in the history of climb-
ing are related to Munich. I will restrict myself to 
just a few who happen to come to my mind: the 
late Paul Preuss, who hated pitons and had a habit 
of climbing solo (how do you like that, RR?) and 
who fell to his death while on a solo first ascent. 
After becoming a member of the prestigious 
Section Bayerland of the German Alpine Club, I 
could admire his pictures and his ice axe in our 
club home. Bayerland at that time could boast of a 
few more celebrities: Otto Herzog, the great rock 
climbing pioneer and Willy Weizenbach, his count-
erpart on ice. Otto Herzog was, to my knowledge, 
the first one in the Alps to master difficulties 
comparable to a contemporary 5.9. He was not 
only an outstanding climber, but also a great story 
teller. Once he was supposed to be executed as a 
revolutionary. He was saved only in the last 
minute by another well-known climber, Dr. 

Herman Buhi on the east face of the Zundernkopf 
[Bavarian Alps]. 

4. , .. 

4 :7 
r 
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Hannemann, who happened to be in the opposite 
camp. 

Willy Welzenbach's revolutionary activities 
were more narrowly restricted to ice climbing. In 
his daily life he was a civil engineer and employee 
of the City of Munich. His achievements in the 
mountains are part of climbing history: walls as 
famous as the north face of the Fiescherhorn, the 
Grosshorn and the Nesthorn in the Bernese Alps, 
or the north face of the Grands Charmoz in the 
Mont Blanc area. 

Among Bayerland's celebrities, Anderl Heck-
maier of Eiger North Face fame ranks high. Say-
ing that the motives for climbing that grisly wall 
were of a political nature is nonsense, and the fact 
that Heckmaier and his companions, Voerg, 
Kaspareck and Harrer, had a reception with the 
"Fuehrer" afterwards does not prove the contrary. 
What should those poor guys have done? How 
could they have turned down an invitation by a 
dictator like Hitler? 

Competition among Munich's climbers was as 
fierce in those days as it is today in Yosemite. Riv-
aling the Section Bayerland were the Sections 
"Munich" and "Oberland." Both of them had 
plenty of outstanding climbers. The aces of the 
Munich Section were Schmaderer and Goettner, 
with many new routes in the Alps, the Caucasus 
and the Sikkim Himalaya to their credit. Both of 
them died in the Himalaya. Goettner perished in 
an avalanche on Nanga Parbat. Schmaderer was 
slain by bandits on his flight from a British pris-
oner's camp in India to Tibet. 

The stars of the Section Oberland were the 
brothers, Franz and Toni Schmid, who rode their 
bicycles from Munich to Zermatt in order to climb 
the north face of the Matterhorn, unnoticed by 
anybody and without press or radio coverage. The 
fame and the Olympic Gold Medal they received 
afterwards did not spoil them. They remained the 
cheerful, modest fellows they had always been. 
Toni, the younger of the two brothers was not able 
to enjoy his popularity for long. A year later, in 
1932, he fell to his death on the northwest face of 
the Wiesbachhorn. Franz, after a quiet life as a 
custom's official, lives today in retirement in the 
Bavarian Alps. 

How One Got Started as a Climber in the Old Days 
Today, the newcomer to climbing has it easy. 

There are climbing schools, or one may even have 
the chance of being taught rock climbing in high 

to page 30, please 
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Mountaineering 

on 

Ellesmere 

Island 

Text and Photos by Curt Saville 

The wind blew wildly all night. The cluster of 
tents that marked base camp for the 1976 
Ellesmere-Makinson Expedition flapped violently, 
as though about to take off and fly downstream, 
past the small Eskimo settlement of Grise Fiord 
and out onto ice-covered Jones Sound. The combi-
nation of wind and midnight sun made sleep 
impossible. 

We lay in our sleeping bags thinking about the 
2500-foot rock tower rising from the edge of the 
fiord, which we hoped to climb when the wind died 
down. Looking out the tent we could see it, three 
miles away, casting its shadow in a slow-moving 
arc like an enormous phallic sundial. In the 
absence of any known name, we nicknamed it 
"Grise Tower." The first recorded ascent of the 
tower seems to be that of an R.C.M.P. (Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police) from the settlement, 
though the relative accessibility of the peak via a 
col on the east side suggests that it may have been 
climbed before. 

Our interest lay in the southwest face that rises 
in a huge wall out of the fiord. By 9:30 A.M., the 
wind had stopped. Peter Rogers and I began pre-
paring for the climb while other members of the 
group made plans for a climb farther inland. We 
would be joined on our climb by Laurie Dexter, an 
Anglican minister from Pond Inlet. Fortunately, 
Laurie happened to be in Grise Fiord at the time of 
our visit, and would be able to lend his superb rock 
climbing technique to the project. Raised on foul-
weather mountaineering in Scotland, Laurie seems 
at home in the mountains of the Arctic. 

As we trudged across the tundra towards our 
objective, I was amazed at the myriad of multi-
colored life forms that survive in pools and 
marshes near streams. How is it that this land of 
harsh climate can also be so gentle? For a few brief 
weeks each summer, Ellesmere becomes a land of 
the midnight sun. Snow melts at lower elevations, 
revealing lichens that cling to rocks on the treeless 
landscape, and flowers that bloom in thin patches 
of fertile soil between boulders. 

To reach Ellesmere Island, one can fly by jet to 
Resolute Bay, an important airport in northern 
Canada. From here, small Twin Otter planes, 
capable of landing on short, rough runways, pro-
vide service to remote settlements. It is a 11/2  hour 

to page 20, please 
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Laurie Dexter 
leads up the face of 

"Grise Tower," in the 
Canadian Arctic. 

foreshortened buttress, right. 

Map of the Canadian Arctic 
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flight from Resolute Bay north to Grise Fiord, 
Canada's northern-most settlement, on the south 
shore of Ellesmere Island. 

First the island land mass is seen, then the 
small cluster of houses comes into view, and the 
pilot brings his plane in for an expert landing on 
the dirt runway. Many of the nearly one hundred 
Eskimo people who now make Grise Fiord their 
home come to the airstrip to meet the plane. The 
arrival of the plane is an important event in the 
settlement. Visitors are welcomed, mail is received 
and boxes of goods from the south are unloaded. 
Except for an annual supply ship that comes to 
Grise Fiord in late summer, the planes provide the 
only means for transporting people and goods 
between the settlement and the outside world. 

Eskimos of these northern lands prefer to call 
themselves "Inuit," which in their language 
means, "The people." Historically, the Inuit were 
nomads who lived by hunting. By the early 1950's,  

however, the encroachment of white man in north-
ern lands and the dwindling numbers of wild 
animals caused serious starvation problems for the 
Inuit. The Canadian Government instituted a wel-
fare program that encouraged the Inuit to 
abandon many traditional aspects of their culture 
and move into settlements where aid was 
provided. 

In 1951, the Canadian Government moved Inuit 
people from Port Harrison on Hudson Bay and 
Pond Inlet on Baffin Island north to Ellesmere 
Island. Here, where wildlife still abounds, Grise 
Fiord, the only settlement on the island, was 
founded. (It should be noted that another reason 
for establishing the settlement was to enable 
Canada to maintain a stronger claim over this land 
and its resources, since other countries like the 
United States, Denmark and Russia were also 
interested in Ellesmere.) Though the Inuit of Grise 
Fiord still hunt, they depend heavily on govern-
ment subsidy to survive. 

Our trek towards the tower led beyond the 
marshes into a field of gigantic boulders. Here, 
rubber boots which had been useful in crossing 
streams were used to save our rock climbing boots 
and shoes from wearing out on the rough 
weathered boulders. 

Where the stream that flowed beneath the 
boulder field came to the surface between split 
rocks, we filled our water bottles for the climb. The 
sun shown brightly, and we remarked at the extra-
ordinarily fine weather. As a matter of fact, this 
was to be one of the last fine days we would enjoy 
on the expedition. 

We could see the face with its impressive over-
hangs more clearly now. This closer vantage point 
also gave us a greater appreciation for the amount 
of weathering that has taken place on the old rock 
in this region. Here, only a few hundred miles from 
the North Pole, the extremely cold temperatures in 
winter and the thawing in summer have shattered 
many cliff faces which from a distance look safe, 
but on closer examination are shown to be 
unstable and susceptible to falling rock. 

We jumped from boulder to boulder, happy to 
be nearing the tower. The boulder field led to a 
pass between the tower and a 1500-foot peak 
known to the people of Grise Fiord as "Greenland-
er." It was named after Greenland Eskimos who 
each spring undertake an 11-day journey by dog- 
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sled across Baffin Bay to visit their friends in 
Grise Fiord. An inukchuk or cairn was built on the 
summit of "Greenlander" to remind Grise Fiord 
people of the Greenlanders. A resident of the 
settlement told me, "Every so often we go up 
there to make sure the inukchuk is still standing. 
We do not want it to fall, because the Greenlander 
says, 'When the inukchuk falls, I will be dead.'" 

In Greenland, where the Danish Government re-
stricts the sale of the type of fuel used in snow-
mobiles, dog teams are still in general use. In 
Grise Fiord, on the other hand, snowmobiles are 
generally used. There is, however, at least one dog 
team in Grise Fiord. A boy, surveying a tethered 
dog team beside a stream near the settlement, ob-
served, "Dog teams are much better than snow-
mobiles. They do not run out of gas. We tell them 
to turn right, and they turn right. We tell them to 
turn left, and they turn left. In Eskimo, of course. 
Snowmobiles can't do that. My uncle was out on 
the ice and his snowmobile broke. He had to walk 
ten miles carrying his daughter. I think dog teams 
are much better." 

From the pass we descended to a point about 
sixty feet above the frozen edge of the fiord, from 
which we traversed onto the southwest face of 
"Grise Tower." We looked up at the colossal wall 
that stretched into the sky. To the right, a 
feasible-looking buttress led up to a sickle-shaped 
crack system. Laurie took the first lead, moving 
with the precision of a great artist. In tremendous 
condition from his life in the Arctic, Laurie moved 
up one crack after another with almost no effort, 
jamming where possible, or finding almost imper-
ceptible bulges on the cliff face with which to 
project his body upwards. Peter belayed Laurie, 
calling out signals in the sonorous tones of a 
trained singer. I stuck my head under a rock to get 
out of the unusually bright sun. 

As I waited to climb, I occasionally looked out 
over the frozen fiord and wondered how people of 
the stone age could have survived in this environ-
ment. Did we think we were so resourceful to come 
here with our ropes and hard hats and fancy boots 
to climb up rocks? On an earlier reconnaissance 
near "Greenlander" we had found the ruins of 
Thule houses, a thousand years old. One can only 
imagine what life must have been like in a stone 
and sod dwelling in mid-winter when, at these lati-
tudes, the sun does not rise, and the temperature  

sinks to 800  degrees below zero! In spite of these 
seemingly desolate surroundings, archeological 
studies have shown that Dorset People lived and 
hunted along the coast of Ellesmere Island during 
a relatively warm period of Earth's history 4,000 
years ago. 

Peter climbed up after Laurie, then I climbed up 
with the pack and cleaned the route. We were 
surprised at how quickly the difficulty of each 
pitch increased. At the top of the buttress, we 
followed the crack system up another rope-length 
to a narrow ledge below a sheer section of wall. 
Fifty feet above was an overhang, and a couple of 
hundred feet beyond, the summit. The overhang 
was a serious problem. Looking straight up at it, 
we could see that it consisted of very loose rocks 
and boulders wedged in place in such a way as to 
seem to defy gravity. If any of these rocks were 
dislodged by a person trying to climb over them, 
the rocks would fall .straight down on the ledge 
where we were standing. Eventually we decided it 
would be too risky for those below to attempt the 
climb through the loose, overhanging boulders. 

The face had been a fine climb to this point, but 
we knew it had beaten us with its weathered over-
hangs. To the right of our ledge, we found a 
wedged boulder around which to ioop a sling. Ty-
ing both ropes together we rappelled down about 
140 feet to a wide ledge. From here we were able to 
traverse around to the col on the east side. 

A scramble up over more loose rock brought us 
to the small, windy summit. What impressed me 
the most was not so much the view up Grise Fiord, 
nor the sight of snow domes farther inland in the 
distance. It was the summit itself that was so 
unusual: it had been hollowed out in such a way as 
to provide ample room for several people to sit 
protected from the wind in a sort of basin. None of 
us had ever seen such a summit. We wondered if 
the action of glaciers could have produced this 
hollowed-out basin. 

I asked an archeologist friend if pre-historic 
inhabitants of Ellesmere Island had ever climbed 
mountains or hollowed out summit areas, perhaps 
for some ceremonial purpose. He said that, though 
it was possible, he had never heard of such a thing. 
Furthermore, he didn't know why they would have 
gone up there. 

I wasn't sure I knew why we had gone up there. 
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The northern fromt of Mt. Shuksan, 9,127 feet, in the North Cascades of Washington. The northwest face, first ascended 
in 1939, is visible on the right; the summit pyramid is in the center. Large hanging glaciers are perched on the face. 

M 0 U N T SbUkSAN By Jack Tuhoiske 

At 9,127 feet, Mount Shuksan would be a mere 
bump in the Rockies or high Sierra. Yet, only forty 
miles from the sea, it presents a substantial 
vertical relief and is draped in snow and ice. It is 
situated in the most alpine of all climbing areas in 
the lower 48; the North Cascades. 

Mt. Shuksan, nearby Mt. Baker, and other 
giants of the North Cascades serve as a major 
blockade for weather systems moving west from 
the Pacific Ocean. Estimates of annual precipita- 
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tion by the U.S. Forest Service range up to 120 
inches on the upper reaches of Shuksan. This con-
trasts with 55 inches in Glacier, a lowland town 
only 16 miles away. Shuksan creates its own 
miserable weather. I discovered this last Novem-
ber when icy squalls forced me off the standard 
Fisher Chimneys route. Later I drove home to 
Seattle in the sun. 

The heavy precipitation falls mainly as snow. 
Forest Service records at nearby Austin Pass 

to page, 36 please 



Climbing the northeast face 
of Mt. Shuksan. Warm June 

temperatures made the snow 
very sloggy.  
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Mt. Fuji from Suruga Bay. Japan National Tourist Office Photo 

FUJISN: 

"There are two kinds of fools —theman who has 
never climbed Fuji, and he who climbs a second 
time." So goes one of Japan's countless proverbs. 

Some breathless, agitated soul, slipping and 
sliding amid scoriae and porous pumice, called it a 
"fraud—a disgusting mass of humbug and ashes." 

Wrote the 8th century poet Yamabe Akahito: 
"As slow Ipace on Tago's shore 

Fair Fuji I descry 
Her peerless peak aloft doth soar 
Snow-crowned against the sky." 

Hoksuai's 100 impressionistic views, painted at 
age 76, and Hiroshige's 36 woodcut prints of it, are 
as familiar to their countrymen as is Rembrandt to 
us. 

All of these present the many faces of Fujisan. 

Probably no mountain in the world epitomizes 
the spiritual, cultural and historical odyssey of a 
nation as vividly as this flawlessly tapered, snow-
draped cone—"A white fan hanging upside down 
in Tokaido Bay," as Ishikawajozen aptly called it. 
It is both shrine and symbol, as much park as 
mountain. 

At 12,389 feet, Fuji stands as the highest peak 
on the Japanese mainland. It also is a pillar of one  

of the most extensive volcanic archipelagoes on 
earth. Often it is accused of being more for pil-
grims than climbers. By the usual 9 to 15 mile 
grind to the crest, the charge has merit. Certainly 
the prime motivation for the ascent is not the 
challenge but the heritage. Yet winter climbs can 
be hazardous and even by the usual routes pose far 
more problems and vertical gain—about 9,000 
feet—than, say, the Mount Whitney circuit. The 
Osawa or Western slope has its own distinctive ice 
barriers, and injuries on it have not been 
uncommon. 

Now dormant, Fuji is a stratified volcano of 
rock and gravel which has blown its top at least 15 
times over the centuries. The last major explosion 
occured in 1707, raining hot debris on Edo (now 
Tokyo) and gouging out the Hoei Crater, which 
sits on the southeast flank and forms the most 
noticeable blight on the peak's pyramidal perfec-
tion. The staggering earthquakes which shook 
Japan in 1891 (when 24,000 perished) and 1923 
have been linked to Fuji and its 60 satellites which 
form a main cog among some 186 volcanic masses 
that stretch from the Aleutians and Kuriles down 
the southeast Asian coast. Almost three-fourths of 
the world's volcanoes lie along this and nearby 
Pacific belts. 
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a mountain for all seasons 

The exact origin of the name of the mountain 
remains unsettled. According to Prof. Frederick 
Starr, it probably was first so christened by Ainu 
tribesmen. In their tongue, Fuji means fire 
goddess or smoking. But there are numerous other 
etymological alternatives. Oriental characters 
often convey both a sound and a pictorial image or 
idea; in the case of homophones, a single sound is 
pregnant with diverse meanings. Hence, the 
sounds "Fu" and "ji" have been variously trans-
lated as prosperous warrior (or rich samurai), not 
two (or matchless), illimitable and wealthy scholar. 
Prof. Basil N. Chamberlain theorized that Fuji's 
true derivation may be the Ainu word "push," 
which means to rise violently, and in the appella-
tion given to the nearby river Fujisawa; in time, 
the mutation from "push" to "Fuzi," as it once 
was known, occurred. Another scholar claims the 
name came from the phrase "exilir of no death," or 
"fu-shi," which appears in the Taketori Mono-
gatari (or Bamboo Cutter), said to be the country's 
oldest fairy tale. In poetry, Fuji-no-jama means 
the mountain of Fuji. (The natives prefer the ideo-
gram "san" to "yama"). Peasants simply refer to 
it as 0 Yama (honorable mountain). 

As expressed in Hokusai's colorful paintings, 
the peak forms a universal bond with the daily  

exigencies of Japanese life. It is depicted in strik-
ingly imaginative settings: behind umbrella tops 
placed out to dry in their maker's yard; through 
the closely spaced stems of swaying bamboo; as a 
reflection on a sake cup grasped by a tippler; with-
in a breaking curl of an oceanic wave; beyond 
hanging strips of cloth outside a dryer's place; be-
hind a timber yard; from the Nihon bridge; and as 
seen by wayfarers relaxing at a teahouse on the 
Tokaido road. 

The first known ascent is said to have been 
made by a Buddhist monk, En-no-Shokaku, in 
about 700 A.D. In the 870's a climb was actually 
recorded. 

En-no-Shokaku founded the Buddhist order of 
"Gyoja," composed of religious pilgrims called 
"yamabushi" who climb in white tunics, straw 
sandals and a stole, and wear, on their heads, a 
black cloth of 12 folds representing the different 
stages of Karma. Traditionally they carry an octa-
gonal staff and repeat ancient incantations: 
Oyama wa seiten (may the weather be good) and 
Rohkon Shojo (may our six senses be pure—the 
heart being the sixth sense). An originator of 
"shugendo," mountain devotees of the Shingon 
and Tendai sects of Buddhism, En-no-Shokaku 
came to a dismal end, which seems to be the lot of 
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Japan National Tourist Office Photo 

many Japanese heroes. Suspected of sorcery, he 
was imprisoned by the emperor; he broke out, only 
to find his mother had been taken hostage. 
According to one beguiling version, both were 
exiled and sailed towards China on a raft of sods. 

The initial foreigner to make the ascent was 
Rutherford Alcock, the first British minister to 
Japan. He climbed in 1860, at age 51, primarily to 
test the validity of a treaty which guaranteed free-
dom of travel to foreign envoys. The effort to 
reach the top took 12 hours over a 2-day period. 

Lady Parkes, wife of another British minister, 
holds the distinction of having been the first 
female known to have accomplished the ascent. 
This occurred in 1867, five years before the Meiji 
Restoration. Until then, local maidens could not 
venture above the 5,000-foot level. 

Fuji worshippers are predominantly represented 
by the Fujiko, a religious cult which long has 
conducted sacred pilgrimages on the mountain. 
For them Fuji is a Shinto Mecca. Their leaders 
seemed to possess an irrepressible affinity for 
being buried alive inside the peak, believing it to 
be a guaranty of immortality. Takematsu, later  

called Kakugyo, the founder of the sect, supposed-
ly made the trip topside some 120 times. It must 
have been a healthy regimen for he lived to the age 
of 106. His ascetic rituals were conducted on a 
square wooden block. A determined chap, he per-
formed 2,000 days of "gyo" (or religious discipline) 
on that spot, and capped his career by dying in a 
cave on the mountain. 

Another ascetic, Ito The (later known as 
Miroku), culminated his teachings at age 63 from a 
vault carved out near the seventh station. Here he 
fasted for 31 days, during which he experienced a 
series of spiritual revelations. Miroku's "Messages 
of tht 31 Days" are sacred among the Fujiko. 

For members of the Fujiko, the effort is no 
holiday but the sacred denouement of a lifetime's 
preparation of soul and body. Many regions now 
send representatives to climb by proxy on behalf 
of others. The grand objective is "goraiko," to 
espy sunrise from the summit. 

The main climbing season lasts from July to 
September. Out-of-season attempts can be peril-
ous. One 1518 account tells of 13 persons perishing 
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in a summit tempest. Foreigners seem to be espec-
ially attracted to winter conditions. Explorer 
Frederick A. Cook, whose false "firsts" spanned 
both Mount McKinley and the North Pole, made 
the climb in November, 1915. Walter Weston, an 
American preacher, ploughed up in May of both 
1892 and 1893, amid heavy snowdrifts. His wary 
coolies hunched on the roof of the sixth station, 
about midway up, and refused to move. When his 
party failed to return on time a newspaper specu-
lated about his possible demise, all of which great-
ly amused Weston on his return. 

Beginning in 1913, a competition was held to 
determine the fleetest climber. The first winner 
made the ascent on the Gotemba trail in 2 hours, 
38 minutes. 

Six principal routes now lead to the crater. On 
the popular Yoshida trail, the winding ascent from 
the Sengen shrine near the start runs about 12 
miles. Each path is neatly divided into 10 stations 
(or "go"). In season a bus operates to the fifth 
station, and the remaining stretch takes about 3'/2 

hours. Stone huts offer hot food, wooden beds and 
insufferable chaos. To avoid the freeway-like rush,  

many aspirants start late in the afternoon, hike all 
night, and reach the summit in time for the sun-
rise, thereby also escaping the mid-summer heat 
and the need to camp overnight. 

The crater forms an enormous orifice, 727 feet 
deep and 1,650 feet wide, and is studded with 8 
surrounding crests called the "Yatsudo Fuyo" (or 
"Eight Petals of Fuji"). The topmost point, 
Kengamine, lies about 250 feet above the huts on 
the rim, and takes about 45 minutes to reach from 
the top of the Yoshida side. Usually the crater 
sands are warm enough to bake eggs in. 

Times, of course, have changed. Modern day 
Japanese youth look cynically upon the religious 
symbolism and mythology of the mountain. For 
them, Fuji is a moribund volcano, nothing more. 
But its place in their country's cultural past is 
secure. Perhaps most of them have simply never 
seen "Goraiko." El 
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ser g e 

American Alpine News by Ruth D. Mendenhall 

AAC Research Fellowships 
Three grants for research into bird, animal, and 

human problems at high elevations were made this 
year by the American Alpine Club. Walter A. 
Wood, Chairman of the AAC Research Committee, 
recommended that the following research fellow-
ships be awarded out of eleven applications re-
ceived for 1977. Cynthia Carey received $500 for a 
study of the adaptation of avian eggshells to high 
elevations; 0. J. Reichman received $400 for a 
study of wildlife trail systems in mountainous 
areas; and Peter H. Hackett received $500 for a 
study of treatment of acute mountain sickness. 

Russians Climb U.S. Peaks 

Six Russian climbers, visiting the USA on the 
American Alpine Club's mountaineering exchange 
program, made ascents in both Alaska and 
Washington between May 15 and 28. Two members 
of the team completed the Cassin Ridge on Mt. 
McKinley in six days; the weather was good, and 
the ascent was made alpine style. Soviet climbers 
also ascended McKinley via the West Rib. In 
Washington, the Russians climbed Liberty Ridge 
on Mt. Rainier; and Liberty Crack on Liberty Bell 
in the North Cascades. They also made several first 
ascents in the Southern Pickets in the North 
Cascades. 

The American Alpine Club paid all expenses for 
the Soviet team while they were in the USA, from 
funds contributed for the purpose by the American 
climbers who went to Russia in 1976 (their expen-
ses in the Soviet Union were paid by Russia). The 
AAC also obtained all-risk insurance for the 
visitors during their 45-day stay. 

The Russians have extended an informal invita-
tion to the AAC to send a climbing team to the 
Soviet Union in the summer of 1978. 

Expeditions Planned for '78 and After 
Six 1978 expeditions to the Himalayas will be 

sponsored or endorsed by the American Alpine 
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Club, according to recent action by the AAC Board 
of Directors. These expeditions include the follow-
ing: 

The American Women's Expedition to 
Annapurna I, to be led by Arlene Blum (endorse-
ment). 

The 1978 American K2 Expedition to be led 
by Jim Whittaker (sponsorship). 

The 1978 American Annapurna III Expe-
dition, to be led by Steve Van Meter, on the basis 
that this expedition, if successful, will demonstrate 
a method of reducing the financial burden on future 
parties seeking similar climbing experiences (spons-
orship). 

The 1978 American Himaichuli Expedition, 
to be led by Andy Harvard and Michael Yager 
(endorsement). 

The 1978 American Karakorum/Ogre Expe-
dition, to be led by George Lowe (endorsement); 
and sponsorship if the expedition gets permission 
to climb either Ogre or Laytok. 

The 1978 climbing/filming expedition to 
Ama Dablam, to be led by Tom Frost (endorse-
ment). 

The AAC has also voted to endorse the 1979 
Expedition to K2, to be led by James Morrissey; 
and the 1980-81 Mt. Everest Scientific Expedition, 
to be led by Dr. John West. 

The American Alpine Club has as a primary 
objective encouraging and supporting American 
mountaineering expeditions. It provides all possible 
information and advice, including access to the 
Club library. Endorsement helps groups secure per-
mission from foreign governments, helps establish 
the expedition as a responsible entity, and may 
make the group eligible for an interest-free loan. An 
expedition that has gained endorsement and has a 
particularly worthwhile mountaineering or scientific 
objective, may be eligible for sponsorship, in which 
case tax-free contributions may be made through 
the Club; a sponsored group must agree upon 
certain conditions. El 

Scree continued page 32 
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ultimate EQUIPMENT 
Ultimate is one of the 

strongest helmets 
available. The shell is 

hand-laid fiberglass 
with lateral and arch 

reinforcements. 
mufactured in England, 
is designed to meet the 
tish Standards Institute 
ications. It is tough and 

impact resistant. Hearing and 
vision are unrestricted. 

The Way We Were 
from page 17 

school or college. In the early days there were no 
climbing schools, and the activity was generally 
frowned upon. If you were lucky, you had an older 
friend with some experience who taught you the 
basics of climbing. 

Without such a friend, your possibilities were 
quite limited. You could buy a little booklet from 
the Section Bayerland about the use of the rope. It 
taught you some good things, as well as some bad 
ones. Among the bad ones was the rule that you 
had to tie the rope around your chest. Today we 
know the deadly aspects of this way of tying in to 
the rope (you have between 20 and 30 minutes to 
live if you happen to be suspended in free space 
after a fall). 

The second possibility to learn about climbing 
was to study a book by Franz Nieberl, the Kaiser-
papst (Pope of the Kaisergebirge). This was the 
standard work on climbing, in spite of the fact 
that it was obsolete. I do not know when it was 
written, maybe it was always obsolete. It con-
tained strange statements like, "You do not need a 
hammer. I have always found a rock with which to 
pound in a piton." On a climb like the Totenkirchi 
West Face people were wondering where the ledges 
were for the required rock! 

The Ultimate 
CLIMBERS HELMET 

Ultimate Helmets are designed to combine the 
best engineering qualities with those demanded 
by climbers. They provide maximum head pro-
tection and are light and comfortable to wear. 

Ultimate is one of the 
lightest helmets availab 
(1 lb. 5 oz). Its special 
harness is padded and 
non-absorbant. 
There are no exposed 
rivets or fixtures in the 
headband. Each size is 
adjustable. It is stable i 
use and ventilates well. 
Headlamp attachment 
included. 

Epilogue 
In 1939 all hell broke loose in Europe. Those 

who survived the slaughter (many of the best did 
not) and returned to the mountains, found a 
changed world. Climbing would never be the same 
again. 

EQUIPMENT FAiLURE REPORTING 

Any climbing gear of mine that fails or breaks (except pitons 

that pull out 'normally' or crack along the bend after much 

use) should be returned to me with a description of the circum-

stances. 

The equipment I manufacture has enjoyed an extreme level of 

reliability— maintained over fifteen years and more than 100,000 

pieces. But reliability can be maintained only if any failures that 

do happen (to any item—including bolt hangers in place) are 

reported so that corrective steps may be taken and publicized. 

Ed Leeper, Sauna Star Rt, Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Available from your 
specialty dealer or 
write: 

lk
Mountain Paraphernalia 
Box 4536 
Modesto, CA 93532 
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Eat better with either 
Compressed or rqgular 

• SHRIMP CREULt 

Freeze Dried Food, I 

Freeze Dried Foods. 
& Woodsy Owl says... For a free Customer Catalog, send a stamped, 

"give a hoot, don't p01- (24 postage) self-addressed envelope to 
lute Pack out non- Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc., Dept.SM 
combustible portions of P0. Box 1048, Albany, Oregon 97321. 
used packages. 
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EDEINWEISS 
'EXTREME' 

OUR NEW 

9 FALL ROPE 
Whether you're free 
cflmbing and your 
outstretched arms are 
finger-tipping for a hold, 
or you're hard nailing it. 
you'll want Edeiweiss 
for that extra measure 
of security and super 
dependability.. 
Edelweiss is the favorite 
today, with those whose 
names are making 
history,  as it was favored 
by those whose names 
became leaend more 
than 100 years ago. 

EDEIWEISS 9 FALL ROPE 
• Mimmum weight with 

maximum strength 
• Superior handling 

characteristics 
• Low impact force 
o High working capacity 

over an edge 
• Scientifically designed 

mantie for high 
abrasion resistance 

• Edelvrelss ropes tar 
surpass UIAA standards 

Remember: the ultimate test 
for Edeiweiss is done on the 
mountains of the world and 
by the men who climb them. 

scr0  0 from  page 32 
Chinese Team Ascends Mt . Tomur 

Mt. Tomur, the highest peak of the Tienshan 
Mountain Range in Sinkiang, China, was ascended 
for the first time on July 25 by a Chinese team, 
consisting of eight men and two women. The moun-
tain is 24,415 feet, and located in the southern part 
of China's Sinkiang Uighur region. 

M. Li 

Two K2 Men Kified on Mt. Abbey 
Having just made the first ascent of Mt. Abbey 

in Glacier Bay National Monument, Al Givier and 
Dusan Jagersky slipped on a steep snow slope near 
the summit, were unable to arrest and fell thous-
ands of feet to their death.Their climbing partners, 
Jim Wickwire and Steve Marts watched helplessly 
as they disappeared over the 3,000-foot face. All 
four were members of the 1978 American K2 
Expedition. 

Two Kified on Nanga Parbat 
Two members of the Pittsburgh Explorers Club 

Expedition to Nanga Parbat, were killed July 31 
when a boulder the size of a small truck flattened 
their supply depot camp at the 17,600-foot level on 
the mountain. The rockfall started an avalanche 
that carried the men's bodies away. 

Killed were Robert Broughton, 41, a Duquesne 
University professor, and George Bogel, 33, a 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. engineer. They became 
the 36th and 37th persons to die attempting to 
scale the 26,600-foot peak. During the ensuing 
rescue mission Ellory Schempp, 37, fell into a cre-
vasse and fractured his right leg. 

Three Kified in Fall in Alaska 
Three members of the Mountaineering Club of 

Alaska, Linda Hesting, Jeff Moeller and Don 
Pahlke, were killed on August 6th in a fall on 
Carpathian. The trio, while roped up and descend-
ing the knife-edged northwest ridge after a success-
ful ascent, suffered a sudden, fatal fall into a steep 
rock gully above the Skookum Glacier. The subse-
quent week-long search operations for the missing 
climbers, carried out in weather which deteriorated 
at times to almost unbelievable hypothermic condi-
tions with rain, 35-degree temperatures and 90-knot 
winds, involved the heroism, sacrifice and skill of 
many volunteers. 
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The Nutscratcher is a tool for clean, hassle - free, hammerless 
rockclimbing. It makes most nuts come out easily, even if they have 
held falls or been used for direct aid. The 'scratcher's efficiency and 
reliability have been proven on walls big and small. No other tool, 
storebought or improvised, works as well; and this is especially true 
for tough jobs like taking out small wired stoppers. The 'scratcher is 
also handy for placing nuts. It becomes an integral part of your gear, 
almost as essential as hammers were in a previous era. Get one with 
rugged leather holster. $10.95 total price (California residents 
add 661  sales tax). Money back 30 . day trial or free info sheet: 

TOUCHSTONE DESIGNS 

724 W. Harvard Ave., Fresno, CA 93705 

Mur Trail7  
Famous Pivetta comfort 
and fit  
Superb craftsmanship 
for durability 

Send for free brochure & locabon of 
your nearest Ptvetfa deafer to. 
The Doaner Mountain Corporation S 
2110 5th Street, Berkeley. Ca, 94710 

an  new books 
American Alpine Journal, 1977, published by the 
American Alpine Club, 113 E. 90th St., New York 10028. 

Of the 336 pages of this 51st annual journal of the 
American Alpine Club, 122 pages are devoted to articles 
on expeditions. Featured are articles on Nanda Devi by 
Louis Reichardt, William Unsoeld and H. Adams Carter; 
The American Bicentennial Everest Expedition by Phillip 
R. Trimble. Seven articles describe ascents in Alaska, in-
cluding "Denali Dilemna" by NPS Ranger Robert 
Gerhardt. Another 136 pages describe various climbs and 
expeditions in abbreviated form. 

The articles that will prove to be of most use to readers 
are "A Review of Oxygen Systems" by Chris Chandler, 
M.D. and Thomas Hornbein, M.D. and "Climbing Ropes" 
by Helmut Microys, Ph.D. 

The Mountaineer published by The Mountaineers, 719 
Pike St., Seattle, WA 98101. Approx. 168 pages, 51/2 x81/2 , 
paperbound. Full-color cover. $3.95. 

An anthology of feature articles, photos and art on the 
outdoors—either pertaining to the Northwest or prepared 
by Northwest authors, artists and photographers. Major 
articles include: "The Changing Expedition Game" by 
Willi Unsoeld on how logistics and ethics of expeditions to 
major peaks have changed, as the trend moves from 
massive, "cast-of-thousands" assaults to fast-traveling 
small parties; "Climbing in the U.S.S.R." by Alex 
Bertulis, a U.S. climbing party tackling remote Soviet 
peaks at the invitation of the U.S.S.R. Mountaineering 
Federation; "The Decline and Fall of Backpacking" by 
Harvey Manning, a piece based on questionable research 
stretching back to the days of cave-dwellers. Mr. & Mrs. 
Og, in a presentation guaranteed to stir interest and/or 
raise hackles in everyone who's ever worn a backpack. 

Other articles are on Mountain hemlock—where it 
grows, and how to recognize it; Mt. McKinley via the 
South Buttress; Bicentennial bicyclers pedal across the 
U.S.; Up Aconcagua; Reviews of the latest and greatest in 
mountaineering books; First ascents, new routes, other 
mountaineering records during 1976. 

The Canadian Alpine Journal, Voltime 60, published by 
The Alpine Club of Canada. 101 pages, 81/2  x 11, soft 
cover. Editor, Moira Irvine. 

Though published entirely in black-and-white, this 
beautiful journal reflects the pride of the members of the 
Alpine Club of Canada in their annual. It contains an un-
precedented number of short accounts of climbs and expe-
ditions, plus several technical articles and regional 
reports. The photographs are exceptionally well repro-
duced, a difficult feat since most are made from color 
slides. 
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the international standard of quality 

GLIBIER BC3DTS 
Feature for feature, detail for detail, you 

cannot get a boot as good as Galibier. For 
generations, alpinists have relied on Galibier to 
provide the highest quality, best designed 
footwear available anywhere. 

Consider the SUPER GUIDE: 
recognized internationally as 
the best alpine boot made. 
Designed by Rene Desmaison, 
the SUPER GUIDE features: The 
highest grade, single piece, double tanned, full  

grain leather upper. A full length, fluted, spoon-
shaped, tempered steel shank. An integral 
folding bellows tongue with a separate, padded 
inner tong ue. Hand-stitched, narrow 
Norwegian welt. Patented Galibier Makalu sole, 
lace grippers and much more. In and out of 
crampons, on or off the rock, the SUPER 
GUIDE allows you to front-point or edge and 
climb with precision and comfort all day or all 
week, The SUPER GUIDE will provide seasons 
of sure-footed access to the alpine world. 

Regardless of the kind of mountain ex-
perience you seek, no matter where in the 

world you go, Galibier has a boot 
designed for you. Technical rock, 

vertical ice, extended backcoun-
try hiking, arctic ski touring, 
high altitude expeditions, or a 

JJJ Saturday in the sun on the 
boulders: Galibier makes it. In 

fact, we have the widest range 
of technical boots and rock shoes in the 

world Depend on it. 

THE SUPER GUIDE 
Your authorized Galibier deaier is a specialisi. 

He knows boots and knows why Galibier is the best. 
For the iocation of your nearest Galibier deaier, write: 

Royai Robbins 

A Mounta:n Paraphernaiia 

\\ P0  Box 4536 
Modesto. cA 95352 
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Lose weight, not warmth. 

MT. SbUkSAN from  page 22 

reveal 800 inches is not uncommon over a single 
winter season. The ski season usually lasts until 
July 4th. This heavy snowfall helps support 
several glaciers which vary in size. The Sulphide 
Glacier extends over a mile down Shuksan's south-
east side. Its gentle gradient provides easy access 
to the summit pyramid. The glaciers on the north-
ern facades are much steeper and often quite 
broken. Spectacular hanging glaciers perched 
above rock faces, send sporadic blocks of ice crash-
ing down. 

Shuksan was first climbed in 1906 according to 
Beckey's guide. In 1939, the northwest face was 
ascended, a climb Chris Jones finds notable in his 
chronicle of North American climbing. It involved 
two bivouacs and the use of ice pitons, both 
unusual at that early stage in American Alpine  

climbing. During the 1940's other routes were put 
up on the northern faces. These still present chal-
lenging, long routes on snow and ice, despite the 
alpine hammers, flukes, pickets and other gear 
that has evolved since the routes were originally 
done. 

One of the most interesting routes is the North-
east Face (Price Glacier). It is usually done from a 
bivouac on a nearby spur ridge. A long day takes 
one across the Price Glacier and up the middle and 
upper reaches of the face. There are several steep 
pitches, amidst beautiful alpine surroundings. The 
climb is entirely on snow and ice, the amount of 
both depending on temperatures and the amount 
of bare glacial ice exposed by melting snow. By 
any route, Mt. Shuksan is enjoyable and an irre- 
sistible photographer's cliche as well. El 

Differential cut 

Prime northern 
down insulation 

Segmented draft tube 

No sewn-thru seams 

2-way separating zipper 

All CAMP 7 products are 
designed to be highly efficient 
in warmth/weight ratios. 
Our innovative designs yield 
the most efficient use of 
quality materials. For example, 
our contour cut baffle system. 
Each baffle is cut to the exact 
shape we want the bag to 
assume at that point, which 
provides greater, more uniform 
loft on the sides of the bag as 
well as maintaining the 
differential cut. 

Along with functional designs, 
one should expect top notch  

workmanship and needlework 
from CAMP 7. We build our gear 
to last a long, long time. 

For more information, see 
your quality sports specialty 
shop or send for our free 
catalogue. 

CA M 7 
802 South Sherman Street 

Long mont, Colorado 80501 Dept. 2 

BeCK ec 

CRAMPON STRAPS 
OUR STRAPS ARE HAND-MADE... 
THE BEST IN THE WORLD! 

Beck Crampon Straps are 
made of neoprene nylon. 
Will not stretch! - . . will 
not ice up! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to 
adjust again. Used by 
experienced climbers and 
expeditions around the 
world. 
- Write for FREE catalog - 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
DEPT. M 

BOX 1038 CRESCENT CITY 
CALIFORNIA 95531 
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And everything the in between, 
Trail Boot 
For going just about 
anywhere in your 
everyday life, like a 
walk in the park, to TECHICA work, on a hike, or 
a ride on a bike. mountain boots 

Mountaineering Products Division, Dartmouth Outdoor Sports, Inc., Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 

A boot experienced 
by very few, it 
climbed Mt. Everest 
on the American Bi-
Centennial Expedition 
and reached the 
summit on October 8, 
1976. 



Ti'*e one on. 
And hang one up. 

This illustration plus three others are reproduced in 
a seven color, 16" x 24" poster. It's dynamite and, it's yours 
for only one dollar. Send to: Mammut Climbing Ropes, Dept.4, 
1234 Fifth Street, Berkeley, California 94710, LISA. 
Technical information available. Dealer inquiries invited. 

A division of The North Face. 

Soles Getting You Down? 

IF SO: 
Our shop specializes in the quality repair of hiking boots, 
mountaineering boots and rock shoes. We provide fast 
service and our workmanship is guaranteed. Mail your 
boots or inquiries to: 

SCHNEES BOOT WORKS 
411 W. Mendenhall St. 

Bozeman, Montana 59715 
406-587-0981 

Free Brochure Available 

ReaOers 

Dear Editor: 
Greatly enjoyed several unusually 

good articles in your June/July issue. 
Eric Bjornstad's article on the first as-
cent of Jacob's Ladder was one of the 
most eloquent efforts I have seen in 
capturing the entire climbing experience 
from inception and approach to the climb 
and return. 

One small correction, however. The 
bird pictured on page 5 may have been a 
duck but was certainly not a greater 
yellowlegs, which has a completely dif-
ferent type of bill and is not a duck at 
all. 
Tom Hemker 
Mineral King, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
We are a group of climbers in Hong 

Kong. We are planning on an expedition 
next May and would therefore like to 
seek your help on this matter. 

Would you be kind to publish this let-
ter in your nearest issue? We are looking 
for materials such as sketches, maps, 
photos, essays on the ascent of 
Chukyima Go and Ramdang Go of 
Rowaling Himal, Nepal Himalaya. 

We prepare to pay for any such 
materials and those who are kind enough 
to help please write to M.S. Ismail at 33, 
Ka Wai Man Rd., Flat 14, Kennedy 
Town, Hong Kong. 
M. S. Ismail 
Hong Kong 

Dear friends alpinists: 
Accept, please, the best greeting from 

Czech alpinists. 
I should want you to ask about the 

help for a group of young climbers in un-
free East Europe. I would be glad if you 
could kindly send us as a gift, a few of 
Chouinard carabiners, various hexen-
tries, stoppers, lost arrow pitons, angles, 
knifeblades, bugaboos, Rurps, ice tubu-
lar screws, runners; respectively the 
other climbing equipment. We are 
grateful also for one piece. 
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Comment 

Dear Editor: 
We have recently become aware of dis-

solved waxes in stove fuel which can 
freeze out and cause a clogging problem 
at temperatures below minus 10°F in the 
MSR stove. 

The remedy is to maintain the fuel 
above minus 10°F. This can be done by 
storing the fuel bottle overnight in the 
sleeping bag, carrying it inside the 
parka, pouring hot water over the bottle, 
or by warming the bottle gently and 
carefully over another source of heat. 

For operation at, say, minue 30°F, we 
can provide a larger wind screen that 
goes all the way around the burner and 
fuel bottle, thus permitting heat from 
the burner to radiate onto the bottle. At 
the same time insulation under the bottle 
will help. 

Fuel that has been stored at temper-
atures below minus 10°F should be 
warmed at 0°F or higher for 15 minutes 
to redissolve the waxes. 

Standard Oil (the maker of Blazo Fuel) 
informs us that the quantity and type of 
waxes will vary from batch to batch de-
pending on the source of crude oil. They 

are looking into the possibility of provid-
ing an Arctic Grade of Blazo which has 
been chilled to minus 50°F and filtered 
at the refinery. They will also check the 
use of a pour point depressant used in 
aviation fuels for the same problem. 
Ray H. Coulter, Eng. Dept. 
Mountain Safety Research, Inc. 
Seattle, WA 

Dear Editor: 
Well I was climbing one weekend in 

July at one of our favorite areas. I was 
very disappointed to find boulder chalk 
on a good many climbs. I can't stand the 
stuff myself and have never used it, nor 
have the fellows I climb with. It ticks me 
off to be on a climb and know that it 
goes without chalk. My fingers can do 
without that white powder marking up 
every hold. To me it's artificial climbing. 
And I also found a fixed angle pin placed 
for an aid move that uses a small stopper 

Carry it 

Kendal"' . 
Mint Cake. 
REI, U. S. agent for Kendal Mint Cake, is now 
inviting dealer inquiries. 

Romney's Kendal Mint Cake, has been used 
by expeditions worldwide for over 20 years 
including the British and American ascents 
of Mt. Everest. Long an expedition favorite, it 
provides energy for weekend backpacking 
or high altitude climbs. 

Comes in a compact 13-oz. twin pack. 
Ingredients: Sugar, glucose syrup, water, 
peppermint oil and monopropolene glycol 
(pharm.). 

For complete details, write REI, P0. Box 
22090, Seattle, WA 98122. Or ask your local 
sports shop. 

Attn: Dept. S-CK 

El 
C. D p 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC. 
Seattle Portland - Berkeley . Los Angeles 

The Original Outdoor Co-op-Eat. 1938 

or Cliff Hanger instead. Someone took 
the whole fun out of the move. So what 
do you do? It happens everywhere, but 
it's very noticeable in a small climbing 
area. I just wish climbers would be more 
considerate towards future climbers and 
try not to use the stuff (chalk, bolts, 
pins) and keep trying until it's done. I 
know I'm asking a lot, because habits 
are hard to break, but to look at a climb 
one has just done and see no pins or 
scars or chalk—that's a clean climber. 
And isn't that what it's all about? 
Bob Bardyn 
Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Your 
aching 
back. 

Next time a pack wracks your 
back, think of YAKPAKTM. For 
sheer comfort, absolutely nothing 
touches a YAKPAK. 

Our catalog is free in North 
America. (Elsewhere, $1 US, re-
funded with purchase.) 

The Yak Works 
P.O. Box 70256-D 

Seattle, WA 98103 

Sorry, this equipment is not available 
for sale in our country. The freedom in a 
communist country is very restricted. 
We must not travel in foreign countries 
and us are not permitted to do any pay-
ment abroad. 

Thank you very much for your 
kindness and help. 
Joseph Jurak 
Czechoslovakia 

[Editor's Note: Those who wish to 
donate any climbing equipment may 
send it to the Sierra Club Mountaineer-
ing Committee, Box 262, La Canada, CA 
91011, and Norm Kingsley will pack it 
and parcel post it all to Czechoslovakia 
at his own expense. And on behalf of the 
Czech alpinists, Norm wishes to express 
his thanks to all who may contribute.] 
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The ultimate 
outdoor catalog— 

updated and 
expanded! 

EXPLORERS LTD, 
SOURCEBOOK 
A widely acclaimed best- 
seller when originally pub- 
lished, this freewheeling . .. 

exploration and recreation 

t  
of 
ei  

the USA and around the 
world. More illustrations 
(over 1500), updated names, .- 

places, activities, prices, etc. 
Oversize 81/2  x 11" format, 
$7.95 paper or$13.95 cloth, 
at bookstores or direct from 
Harper & Row, 10 E. 53rd - - 

St., New York 10022 
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Text by Stephen Arno 

Drawings by Ramona Hammerly 

This small pine can be found growing from the 
Yukon Territory and the Alaska Panhandle south 
to Baja California and east to the Black Hills of 
South Dakota. But its elevational range is even 
broader, since it grows from the salt spray zone on 
the Pacific Coast up almost to timberline in the 
high mountains. This represents a range from sea 
level to 8000 feet elevation in Oregon, and from sea 
level to nearly 11,000 feet in California! 

How a single tree species could tolerate such a 
vast range of environments has been pondered by 
many a botanist and even the conservative ones 
concede that this species is made up of at least two 
varieties. The coastal form, known as shore pine, is 
aptly described by the scientific name Pinus 
contorta variety contorta (contorted or crooked 
pine). The inland form, Pinus contorta variety 
latifolia, was reportedly first called "lodgepole 
pine" by explorers Lewis and Clark (1804-1806); 
they discovered that Indians from the upper Great 
Plains journeyed high into the Rockies to cut these 
straight, slender trees for poles to support their 
lodges or tepees. Even today lodgepole pine is a 
principal source of poles as well as posts and house 
logs. 
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Lodgepole pine usually has a narrow crown and 
yellow-green needles. Its bark is reddish brown, 
scaly, and only about one-quarter of an inch thick. 
Lodgepole pine occupies vast areas in the moun-
tains of western North America. It is abundant 
east of the Cascade Crest, and rather sparse on the 
west side. It grows with nearly all of the other 
mountain conifers, but often forms dense, nearly 
pure stands of straight, slender trees. 

There is no difficulty in distinguishing Pinus 
contorta from all other northwest trees. Only this 
species bears its short needles (2 inches long) in 
bundles of 2. Also, it has a distinctive little bur-
like cone, 1 1/2  - 2 inches long and covered with 
prickles. Campers in the high country soon learn 
to clear away the lodgepole pine cones before 
laying out their sleeping bags. 

The cones and seeding habits of lodgepole have 
a strong relationship to other aspects of this 
species' ecology. In some areas many of the cones 
on this inland form have their scales sealed shut 
by resin, locking the seeds inside. This "serotin-
ous" cone is an adaptation to intense forest fires. 
When such trees are burned, the heat from the fire 
melts the resin bond, allowing the small seeds to 

G I B B S 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 
Especially applicable to 

equipment haulage, group 
ascents, fixed rope and 

rescue operations. Operates 
on icy or muddy ropes. 

w 

ASCENDERS with Spring Wire & Quick Release Pins 
ROPE • SLING • CARABINERS 

GIBBS PRODUCTS I 20% DISCOUNT 
ON ASCENDERS 

854 Padley Street WITH ORDERS OF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 I $50.00 OR MORE 
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fall out into the ashes and newly exposed mineral 
soil. Thus, lodgepole pine gets a head start in 
burned areas, while other conifers must largely 
seed in from the adjacent unburned forest or from 
isolated trees that survived the hot fire. 

Both lodgepole and shore pines are precocious 
and prolific cone-bearers, usually yielding some 
fruit by about ten years of age. Often the cones 
hang on trees for decades; thus some trees appear 
loaded with thousands of burs. The seeds are so 
small that it takes about 100,000 to make a pound. 
Perhaps surprisingly, these tiny seeds remain 
viable even while being locked inside serotinous 
cones for many years. The closed cones sometimes 
cling so long to small limbs near the trunk that 
they become enveloped and completely encased in 
wood. When lodgepole is sawn into boards these 
cones are occasionally exposed; in one study the 
seed from a 150-year-old cone imbedded in such a 
board was tested and found to be viable. 

But lodgepole does not have to depend upon fire 
or unusually hot sunshine to unlock its seeds. 
Even in stands having a high percentage of 
serotinous cones, there are usually ample amounts 
of unsealed cones that open and spread their seed 
at maturity. The net result of this copious seed 
supply is often what foresters call "over-stocking," 
an overly dense stand where the trees stagnate 
because of inadequate growing space. Lodgepole 
pine stands eastward from the Cascade Crest to 
the Rockies frequently appear to be dense growths 
of saplings, when, in fact, they are much older 
trees whose growth is stunted because of over-
stocking. 

Excerpts from the chapter on Lodgepole and 
Shore Pines from the book "Northwest Trees" to 
be published in September by The Mountaineers, 
Seattle, Paperback edition, $4. 95. 
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The world's largest lodge pole pine, above, is located in the San Bernardino mountains, near Big Bear Lake, California. 
Nurtured for 400 years at the edge of a lush meadow, it reaches a height of 110 feet, with a base diameter of 6 feet 4 
inches and a crown diameter of 3 feet. The height to the fork is 38 feet. It thrives at an elevation of 7600 feet. SUMMIT Photo 
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7'he  MARKE7 rRLACE 25e PER WORD - PREPAID 

CLIMBING SCHOOLS & GUIDE SERVICE 

ROCK CLIMBING CLASSES. Beginner or inter-
mediate. Learn to climb on the top quality granite 
of the White Mountains. We have the most exper-
ienced instructors in the East. Inquire: Paul 
Ross, International Mountain Climbing School, 
Main St., Box 494, North Conway, New Hamp-
shire 03860. (603) 356-5287. 

OVERALL OUTFITTERS offers basic and inter-
mediate rock climbing instruction, personal and 
group outings and quality equipment. 62 Route 
22, Green Brook,N.J. 08812. (201) 968-4230. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED—the most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climbing semi-
nars and summit climbs. For brochure write to 
RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

CLIMB MOUNT RAINIER VIA LIBERTY 
RIDGE -the classic route. Write Nelson Guides, 
2507 - 78th Ave. W., Tacoma, WA 98466. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

ALASKA—Now taking applications for summit 
climbs to 20,320-foot Mc KINLEY. Write Ray 
Genet, Alaska Mountain Expeditions, Talkeetna, 
Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2306. 

CLIMB MEXICO VOLCANOES with Volcano 

Guides, Inc., P.O. Box 511, Dept. B., Springfield, 
Ohio 45501. 

CLIMB with professional guides. Courses in 
Britain and Alps from $70 per week. Write to 
ARKLESS, Buarth, Deinolen, Gwynedd, Nth 
Wales, Great Britain. 

JOIN ED JOHANN, International Mountain 
Climber on his 8th trip to Mexico and climb the 
high volcanic peaks March 1978. Write Johann 
Mountain Guides, Box 19171, Portland, Or. 97219 

TREKS & BACKPACKING 

MOUNTAINEERING treks in NEPAL. Send for 
detailed information. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 
1398 SOLANO-SM71, Albany, CA 94706. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP TRAINING. Raft-
ing, kayaking, rockclimbing, skiing, mountaineer-
ing training and practice supervised by profes-
sional instructors and guides. Yearlong program, 
intensive workshops, college credit and self-
designed degrees available. Write Rick Medrick, 
Director. Outdoor Leadership Training Seminars, 
2220 Birch, Denver, Colorado 80207. 

CROSS COUNTRY TOURING center in Wash-
ington; couple to run, must be qualified or experi-
enced instructor. Send resume to Ski Rack, 2126 
Westlake, Seattle 98121. 

------------ 
EQUIPMENT 

RUGBY SHIRTS, genuine N.Z. made. All sizes, 
colours, $11.00. Heavy 100% wool tartan shirts, 
$23. Lightweight 93% wool shirts, $11.00. Fairisle 
100% wool sweaters, $23. Surface post free. Air-
mail shirts $3 extra, sweater, $5 extra. ALP 
SPORTS, Box 553, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIP-
MENT. ULTIMATE: Field tested on Mount 
Everest, External frame, 2-3 person, weighs 10 lb. 
$277.50 (Options available.) PACKLITE Ii: 
Unique and versatile, 2-3 person, weighs 71/2  lbs. 
$157.00. NET TENT: Weighs 4 lb., $69.00. For 
brochures send 25 cents to Appalachian Outfitters 
Box 4-S, Oakton, VA 22124. 

ALASKA MOUNTAIN COMPANY: Talkeetna-
Based Expedition Outfitter. Equipment sales and 
rental, expedition food supplies. To order, write: 
AMC, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2306. 

MAMMUTE DYNAFLEX ROPES: 11 mm x 165 
ft. assorted colors $77.50. Californias add 6% tax. 
$2 shipping any order. (fast turnaround) Quality 
Ropes, 21613 Talisman, Torrance, CA 90503. 
(213) 371-2545 after 4 PM. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE 

Perfect gift for the mountaineer/hiker. Just pub-
lished, SACRED JOURNEY: A Wilderness Cele-
bration, a book of mountain poetry by Alan R. 
Drengson. $4.50 includes mailing. Light Star 
Press, To M. Drengson-S, 1743 Haultain St., 
Victoria, B.C., Canada V811 2L1. 

EXPLORING ALASKA'S MOUNT McKINLEY 
NATIONAL PARK, 312-page guidebook to 
park's mountaineering, backcountry travel, his-
tory, geology, wildlife, plantlife, visitor facilities. 
Maps, drawings, color and B&W photos. $8.95 
postpaid. Alaska Travel Publications Inc., Box 
4-2031E, Anchorage 99509. 

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES, on Antarctic Ex-
ploration, Ski Mountaineering, Snowdonia Na-
tional Park, Mountaineering, Outdoor Education. 
Beginning October, Northwest Coast, Brochure 
S.A.E. JOHN NOBLE, National Mountaineering 
Centre, Capel Curig, Gwynedd, U.K. 

Interested in MOUNTAINEERING POEMS? 
Send self'addressed, stamped envelope. Patricia 
Armstrong, 535 S. Washington, Naperville, IL 
60540. 

SUMMIT Ombea Fotm 

Please enter my subscription to SUMMIT FOR: 

El 1 Yr.,$7 El 2Yrs., $12 LII 3Yrs., $16.50 

New Eli Renewal 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Send check or money order to: 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 
P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 
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IT COSTS A LITTLE MORE 
TO KEEP YOUR FEET FROM PAYING. 

If your idea of the 
outdoors is sidewalks and 
tennis courts, then read no 
further—a pair of sneakers 
will suffice. 

But if you're more likely 
to be found out hiking, back-
packing or clambering up a 
sheer face—then you know 
that your foot can easily be 
the most cantankerous part 
of your body. 

That's where we come in. 
Because after decades of 
making boots by hand, Raichle 
has learned how to build 
superior quality boots that fit 
well, protect the feet, and 
handle the toughest chores. 

THE RAICHLE FIT 
All Raichle boots are made 

in Europe. But, most import-
antly, every boot Raichle 
exports to America is lasted 
on an American last. (Tha1s 
important because European 
feet tend to be narrower in 

If you'd like to learn more 
about the Raichle line of qual-
ity boots, send the coupon 
below for a free, informative 
brochure. 

Frankly, you can buy 
boots for less than you'll pay 
for Raichle. But remember, 
when it comes to hiking, your 
boots are probably your single 
most important piece of 
equipment. 

And with less expensive 
boots, your feet could end up 
paying an exorbitant price. 

is perhaps better known for FM - - - - - - 
its differences. With 12 models Raichle Molitor USA I available, the ankle support, 200 Saw Mill River Road I 

Hawthorne, N.Y 10532 
foot protection and boot I Please send your brochure Taking I 
performance vary considerably the Mystery out of Boots" fully 
depending on your needs. describing the current Raichle line. 

I Three of Raichle's basic 
boot types are shown. From I Name 
left: a climbing/mountaineering  
boot, a hiking boot for off-trail Address 
hiking with heavy loads, and a  I 
trail boot for on-trail hiking City State Zip 

with light loads. I— - - - - - - - 

the toe and broader at the 
heel.) 

Raichle constructs all 
boots in true half-sizes and 
offers 3 different widths (we 
don't just vary the amount of 
padding). In addition, all of 
our Raichle boots utilize high-
grade leathers and all feature 
the Vibram"Yellow Spot" 
Montagna block soles. 

WHICH BOOT? 
Rather than the above 

similarities, the Raichle line 

aicA ble 
ffl Distributed exclusively by: Raichle Molitor USA, 200 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 
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